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Century World of Work

Forces shaping the future of work:
• Automation
• Globalisation
• Collaboration
“future of work for young Australians will be characterized
by flexibility and continuous change in how, what and
where young people will work “
“linear careers will be far less common and young people
will need a portfolio of skills and capabilities, including
career management skills to navigate the more complex
world of work” The New Work Mindset ,FYA
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Century World of Work

Students now anticipate very different career paths with up
to 17 jobs over a lifetime
• Up to 40 % students and recent alumni in some universities
are starting their own businesses
• Start ups are the largest contributor to job creation in
Australia
• Small to medium enterprises (SMEs) make up over 95 per
cent of employing businesses in Australia (ACCI)
Start Up Smarts: Universities and the Start up Economy, UA
The New Work Mindset ,FYA

Australian Context
National Work Integrated Strategy links industry and
education to develop the workforce capability and foster
national innovation through WIL
Small to medium enterprises (SMEs) make up over 95 per
cent of employing businesses in Australia (ACCI)
SMEs would engage with WIL with support (Phillips KPA )

Project Aims
• Identifying and showcasing innovative WIL models
• Focus on engagement with small to medium enterprises
• Identifying enablers, barriers and success factors
• Developing resources :
• Students
• SMEs
• Staff at tertiary institutions
• Snapshots of models
• Communication strategy

Scan of Existing
Innovative Models
•
•
•
•
•

Micro placements
Online projects or placements
Hackathons / events / competitions
Incubators/ start-ups (entrepreneurial WIL)
Consulting / advising ( students providing advice to clients
not projects / placements)

Trends
•

Building flexibility into traditional WIL placements/projects

•

Alternatives to WIL placement

•

Broadening the concept of WIL

•

Expansion of Partnerships
•

•

Elements include: formal/informal/sustainable /ROI for partner /

scalability/ broadens disciplinary reach
Brokering industry / community and students together / third party
providers
•
Elements include: Partners involved such as Govt, university,
industry associations/use of systems / support or incentives provided
/ additional support for preparation

Features
•

multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary

•

flexible (time and/or place)

•

global/international

•

engagement of alumni

•

co-designed with stakeholders (e.g. student, industry and/or community)

•

new models of assessment to evidence student capabilities

•

involves industry/professional mentors or coaches

•

multiple organisations involved

•

entrepreneurial/intrapreneurial (supporting innovation within
organisation)

•

multi-university

Employers Perspective
Innovative WIL models encouraged
• supports different levels of capacity to
engage
• encourages more activity
• encourages quick responses to business
needs given
• faster workplaces, faster change, global
interactions and digitalisation

What skills are being sought?
• fit to the business culture and nontechnical skills continue as most sought
• teamwork and communication, selfmanagement and capacity to learn

Hard and soft skills merging…..
• technically proficient no matter what
discipline
• higher level soft (or people) skills
• adaptability and initiative for humanmachine interfaces
• more focus on developing breadth of skills

Changes in next five years…….
• interactions between humans and machines
or systems
• need highly adaptive freelance workers,
virtual global workers
• employability skills to increasingly include
digital skills
• market will need:
- evidence of graduate involvement with
industry
- evidence of continual updating of skills

Where are employers at?
• goodwill and agreement
• National Strategy, national projects, guide
• many partnerships between universities,
industry and students, for WIL and R&D
• newer paradigm a long term change
proposition
• multi-sector demands for student
engagement

Still to push
• ensuring WIL involvements build in
interacting with people and systems, selfmanaging and working in teams
• employability skills are built over time
through a number of complementary
activities.

How can innovative models help?
• flip the models of the sectors
• diverse nature of industry needs diverse
models to suit capacity
• local level relationships help to explore
• documented barriers still need working on

WIL part of long term cultural change

As the world of work continues to ramp up,
so too will university-industry relationships,
cooperation and changed business models.
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Innovation and consulting projects in
Business as WIL

Ingrid Larkin, Associate Director – Work Integrated Learning,
QUT Business School
Australian Collaborative Education Network (ACEN) webinar
Monday 9 October 2017

Overview
•

•

•

Undergraduate unit – NEXT Innovation Challenge
– 50 students each semester
– Delivered with start up Intersective
– Partnering with Deloitte in Queensland, Westpac and IAG
– Students work in interdisciplinary teams to develop high potential
innovation concepts that will provide positive impact to Australia
Postgraduate unit – Work Integrated Learning Project
– 70 students this semester
– Partnering with QSuper and RACQ, and extending to other partners
– Students work in interdisciplinary teams to develop a solution to a
current challenge/opportunity for the industry partner
– Mentored by staff of industry partners
Both elective units by application

Learning and teaching approaches
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On campus workshops
On site briefings and meetings
Mentor meetings (face to face and online)
Consultation with academic staff (face to face and online)
Created and curated content for online learning
‘Real world’ assessment, co-designed with industry
Building culture where failing ideas is encouraged

What worked well
•
•
•
•
•

Strong industry partnerships
Mentoring and coaching model
On campus workshops supporting online content
‘Real world’ assessment tasks
Multidisciplinary (sometimes moving to interdisciplinary)
teams

What we’re iterating and pivoting
• More support to move multidisciplinary to interdisciplinary
and transdisciplinary
• Broadening range of disciplines beyond Business
• Managing very enthusiastic industry partners
• Managing high performing students in multidisciplinary,
multicultural teams working on ambiguous and
challenging brief
• 360 feedback processes for teams
• Application process
• Streamlining ethics and IP processes

Connect with me
Ingrid Larkin
Email: ik.larkin@qut.edu.au
Phone: 07 3138 4069
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ingridlarkin/

What is Match Studio?
§ matchstudio is an innovation collaboratory
§ it provides a strategic and sustainable approach to engaging
student teams in interdisciplinary industry linked projectbased learning opportunities at undergraduate and
postgraduate levels.
§ matchstudio’s ‘studio based’ learning environment enables
students to work in interdisciplinary project teams on user
centred real world challenges and problems.

Match Studio enables
Ø

Interdisciplinary information sharing and
knowledge exchange to gain understandings
of different disciplinary languages and
processes

Ø

clients and stakeholders to play an integral
role in the process of developing creative
solutions that are human centred.

Ø

clients and stakeholders to check out the
up and coming graduate talent

Ø

academic staff to deliver cross and
interdisciplinary project and research
activity in an environment of exploration
and fun

Ø

students to develop understandings of
the unique context of each challenge
addressed, and the potential impact of
their posed solutions

Ø

students to connect collaborate and
develop a network of professional peers
across a diversity of disciplines and
generations

Match Studio provides clients
matchstudio projects provide industry,
policy makers, community organisations
and research teams opportunities to
engage in structured project based
activity to:
Ø
Ø
Ø

generate and test out ideas
provide a catalyst for product and service
innovations
provide a proof of concept for larger
projects

How do we do it?
Ø matchstudio projects are co-designed
with clients and academics.
Ø we combine Problem Based Learning
(PBL) and Inquiry Based Learning (IBL)
pedagogies through the process of Design
Thinking.
Ø we run interdisciplinary matchstudio
elective projects in a ‘disciplinary agnostic’
studio based learning environment

Ø we apply and teach user centred
Design Thinking and Co-Creation
methodologies and methods

Ø at certain times during the life of a
project matchstudio academic staff act
as facilitators and mentors rather than
teachers; encouraging individuals, and
teams of students take initiative in
setting work agendas and team
management.

Match Studio's engagement modes
Ø Interdisciplinary, undergraduate and postgraduate
course-integrated studio projects, linking students
and industry
Ø Design Thinking and Co-Design workshops for
UniSA staff, modules in discipline specific courses;
industry and community groups tailored to clients’
specific challenges
Ø Research-based studio projects and internships.

Teaching and engagement modes enabling interdisciplinary collaboration

Ømatchstudio projects (4.5 unit
elective)

Ømatchstudio satellite projects
Ø Industry-linked
interdisciplinary student
research projects

ØHosting (short or long term) industry
linked PhD’s
ØDesign Thinking workshops
ØFacilitate interdisciplinary
research project development
sessions

Outcomes
• check our website for student and client testimonials.

Key learnings
• Manage client expectations
• Timetabling challenges across disciplines and programmes
• Clarifying distribution of income from enrolments in interdisciplinary
courses
• Keep in tune with interests of academics, impact on academic workload
and student capacity
• Communication is key

Match Studio Course Content
Students will develop and deploy skills in client focused problem solving within collaborative teams by
participating in client briefings, undertake project focused research, and work independently and collaboratively
on concept and design development and artefact production, project documentation and presentation.

Assessment Description

1.

Percentage

Due Date

Submission method

Project Presentation (1800 words equivalent)
a.

Self /team defined response brief & process
management

In Person.
40%

Verbal + P.pt Presentation

b. Preliminary Presentation
c.

Final Presentation

2.

Final project (1800 words equivalent)

40%

In Person.

3.

Project research (900 words equivalent)

20%

annotated research portfolio

1

Design processes/
work-file

2

Final Project outcome
responds to project
brief

Contribution to team discussion and
development of concept.
Evidenced through teacher observation and
reflective writing task (Ass. 3)

Provides evidence of research, observation,
identification and analysis of issues and contexts
relevant to the topic, both textual and visual.

Project brief document. Background
research evidence in research journal (Ass.
3)

Identifies relevant and valid information to reflect
on and integrate into response.

Artefact ‘the thing’ design and production
in relavent media

Provides evidence of design thinking (iteration)
and visualization.

Professional presentation of concepts.
Successful communication of concepts.
Works collaboratively in a team in face to
face and online environments
Uses logical and rational argument to
persuade and negotiate with project team
and project stakeholders

Personal /professional
reflection.
3

Professional conduct
and presentation

A demonstrated understanding and application of
professional practice..

Displays respect and sensitivity to others in
organising personal time and delivering on
delegated tasks
Professional written presentation standard.
Considered page layout, typography, and
use of images
Ability to reflect on current and past
activity and articulate your reflections and
ideas succinctly in writing with correct
spelling, grammar and referencing.

Outstanding

Interpretation and clarification of project brief to
inform project development, processes and
resolution.

Great

Investigation
and review

Assessable Task

Good

Learning Outcome

Satisfactory

Assessment Criteria

Unsatisfactory

Assessment
No.

Reflective practice exercise
Key points about reflective practice
• Reflection is a meaning-making process that moves a learner
from one experience to the next with a deeper understanding of
the relationships with, and connections to, other (people’s)
experiences and ideas.
• Reflection is a systematic and disciplined way of thinking. It is
comprised of the following phases: spontaneous interpretation
of an experience; identifying the problem(s) and question(s) that
arise out of the experience; generating possible explanations for
the problem(s) posed; developing and testing the explanations,
and efforts to sort out, or live with, the problem(s) posed.
• Reflection needs to happen in interaction with other people. This
is crucial because expressing one’s ideas or thoughts to others
with sufficient clarity for them to understand, reveals both the
strengths and weaknesses in one’s thinking.
• Reflection requires attitudes that value one’s own personal and
intellectual growth as well as that of others. Awareness of our
attitudes and emotions is an integral part of appropriate
reflective practice.
(Cited Z. Bekirogullari, M.Y. Minas, Ä. Leijen, et al. International Conference on
Education & Educational Psychology 2013 (ICEEPSY 2013)Guided Reflection for
Supporting the Development of Student Teachers’ Practical Knowledge, Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences, 112 (2014) 314-322. P. 39)

Using your project journal as a memory jogger, write between
800 –1000 words that encompass the following modes of
reflection. ( it is only 250 words focusing on each type of reflection)
• Descriptive reflection describes the process that was undertaken to
achieve the final outcome. This includes describing the context of a
problem or background to the project and conveying the process by
which the solution project outcome was achieved.
• Technical reflection considers the required skills and competencies
(individual and collective) associated with design and delivery of the
project outcomes.
• Dialogic: Look back and compare choices and decisions with possible
alternatives. Designers use dialogic reflection most often in the final
stages or at the completion of a project. Design actions and the
results are considered from different perspectives with the aim of
assessing the strengths and weaknesses of a completed project
• Critical reflection, ‘is a process of making evaluations’ about ethics,
morals, wider social, political and cultural implications that occur
throughout a design project. It requires you to reflect upon and
question assumptions you may have started out with. How has
research or the engagement in the project influenced your initial
understanding of the issue? (Lynch 2005, p23)

Innovative models for WIL
Virtual Design and Construction Cooperative

Jane Matthews, 9th October 2017

Virtual Design & Construction Cooperative – Work3000

Example project: BIM to site
•
•
•
•

Need to monitor progress on site
Current process for status-ing is inefficient
Keeping status true across numerous revisions
Statusing with BIM is very new
-existing software is immature

Example student “artefact”

Healing Centres Project
• Create a fit-for-purpose digital record
• Time limited:
• what needs to be scanned
• what needs to be in the models
• Establish robust process for low level and high
level model development

Impact?

$$$$

Bayswater Pilot Study
ARC Linkage: Futureproofing
Asset Information
Management for Transport
Infrastructure

Research

Teaching
“This work will go a long way to improve the reliability,
availability and management of information.”
Troy Morse, Public Transport Authority

“The opportunity to be a part of the VDC Cooperative has
been an undeniable advantage, both personally and to
my organisation.”
Isaac Heard, PDC BIM Evolved

“I enjoyed working on a project that didn’t have defined
outcomes and challenged me to see how far I could progress”
Thomas Metcalf, student of Construction Management

JJJ

Key learnings:
• Nurture your industry partners
• Build a community with a common
• two way street
interest and create an identity beyond the
• keep in touch with alumni
unit you teach
• Where possible build on what already
• Listen to the students
exists
• changes in assessment
• changes in engagement
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Questions
Ingrid Larkin QUT
Associate Director, WIL - QUT Business School
Ik.larkin@qut.edu.au

Jane Andrew UniSA
Senior Lecturer and founding Studio Director of match studio
Jane.Andrew@unisa.edu.au

Jane Matthews Curtin University
Associate Professor in Construction Management
jane.matthews@curtin.edu.au

Share your snapshot
Log on to: https://tinyurl.com/innovative-WIL

Please take one minute to provide feedback about this webinar at:
http://tinyurl.com/acenwebinarfeedback

